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Background
-

Socially responsible investing (SRI) is increasingly popular among retail
investors
In Europe: retail products account for more than 30% of SRI assets, only
3.4% in 2013 (Eurosif 2019)
In the US: 25% of SRI assets (US SIF 2019)

-
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Source Eurosif (2019)

Research Question
- In the US, growing demand for SRI funds in 401(k) plans…
- …but ongoing debate on their desirability in terms of fiduciary duties and
financial returns

An overlooked point: Does the offering of responsible funds affect
investors' portfolio allocation and risk-taking behavior?
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The Stock Market Participation Puzzle
- Low stock market participation:
key topic in household finance
(Campbell, 2006)
- Policy objective: large welfare
effects, as individuals more and
more responsible to invest for their
pensions
- The stock market participation puzzle known to be driven by a mix of financial,
behavioral and social and cultural factors, including:
•
•

•
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Informational costs (Bonaparte and Kumar, 2013)
Financial literacy (Van Rooij, Lusardi, and Alessie, 2011), optimism (Puri and
Robinson, 2007), earlier life experiences (Malmendier and Nagel, 2011), interpersonal
trust (Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales, 2008)
Social capital (Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales, 2004), political preferences (Kaustia
and Torstila, 2011), etc.

Personal Values and Investment Decisions

1) Stock market aversion: left-wing / pro-social investors less likely to invest in
stocks because of a generalized antipathy towards capital markets (Kaustia and
Torstila, 2011; D'Acunto, 2015; Ke, 2019)
2) Personal values and SR investment: left-wing / pro-social investors more
inclined to invest according to SR criteria (Hong and Kostovetsky, 2012; Riedl
and Smeets, 2017; Anderson and Robinson, 2019)
Our conjecture:
1) + 2): Responsible funds allow pro-social investors to invest in the stock
market while avoiding the “cognitive dissonance” of investing against their
values
 The offering of SRI funds increases stock-market participation
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Preview of the results

- We analyze the 2017 portfolio choices of approximately 965,500 active
participants in employee saving plans in France
- The inclusion of responsible equity options in the funds’ menu is associated
with an increase in stock-market participation by the plan participants
- Analyses along the geographical variation in political preferences: the
observed effect is driven by social and cultural factors (“personal values”),
and not by risk-return considerations
- Coming next:
- Refined analyses with an extended sample period
- A survey of plan participants
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Empirical setting
Saving Plans in France
- France's employee saving framework very close in principle and functioning
from the 401(k) in the US
- Two main types of employee saving programs:
•
•

Retirement saving plans (Plans d’épargne pour la retraite collectif, or PERCOs)
Medium term saving plans (Plan d‘épargne d'entreprise, or PEE)

- In 2016, around 56% of French employees had access to at least one form
of such saving schemes (DARES, 2018)
- Specific rules on employee saving plans, in particular:
•
•
•
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Mandatory for all firms with at least 50 employees
The amounts invested are blocked for a fixed retention period
Default option: Contributions automatically invested in low-risk default funds

Empirical setting
Responsible funds in saving plans
- A unique feature of the French setting: since 2010, all firms> 50 employees
must include at least one solidarity fund among the investment options
- Solidarity funds required to invest 5 to 10% of asset in accredited solidaritybased enterprises of social utility, the rest in normal listed companies

At the end of 2017 (Finansol, 2018):
- EUR 7.4 bn invested in solidarity funds
through employee saving schemes
- Around 6% of solidarity-based assets
- 83.4%: average share of responsible
assets (including ESG strategies)
Source Finansol (2018)
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Empirical setting

Solidarity funds
In our analyses, we define responsible investing as investments made
through solidarity funds. At least two main advantages:
1) Solidarity funds have common characteristics defined by law
2) Less concerns on the endogeneity nature of responsible fund offering

Around half of the saving plans in our sample include at least one solidarity
fund, either equity (22%) or balanced (27%)
All firms with more than 50 employees offer at least one solidarity fund, either
equity (27%) or balanced (78%)
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Data
- Cross-sectional data on portfolio decisions at year-end 2016 and 2017,
individual contributions to employees saving plans in France (PEE and
PERCO)
•

Initial data-set: approx 3.7 M individual accounts (active and non-active) managed by a large
asset manager in France

•

Restriction to employees who actively contributed to the saving plan during the period under
study

- Resulting data-set covers around
965,500 participants in around 18,700
firms
- Sample covering 94 out of 96 French
departments
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Data

Explanatory variables
Dependent variables
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Empirical strategy

Econometric specifications
- Cross-sectional analysis: Compare the share of new contributions
allocated to stocks (%EQΔ2017) in plans with and without responsible
equity funds:

- Difference-in-differences: Study the change in stock allocation
decisions (%EQΔ2017 -- %EQ2016) when the employer introduces a
new responsible equity fund to the funds’ menu:
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Cross-sectional regression results

• Participants in saving plans offering responsible equity
funds have 2.2% higher average stock allocation
(~1/10 of sd of stock allocation in 2017)
• Effect stronger for male and young participants, and for
those with larger accounts
• Results driven by participants' investments in
responsible equity funds
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Robustness: Saving plans > 50 employees
Motivation
- All firms with more than 50 employees must and do offer solidarity options
- Mitigates concerns regarding the endogenous offer of responsible options
- Identification comes exclusively from the difference between responsible equity vs
balanced funds
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DID regression results

• Introduction of a responsible equity fund associated with
an increase in stock allocation of approx. 6.8%
(~1/2 of sd of the shift towards equity in 2017)
• Placebo test: addition of new “normal” equity funds does
not lead to an increase in stock allocation (in line with
Huberman and Jiang, 2006)
 The possibility to invest in equity “responsibly”' makes
stock allocation more appealing to a significant fraction of
individual
investors
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Discussion of results and channels
- According to standard theory, the offering of responsible funds should not
affect portfolio choices (as long as equity investing is feasible)
Why, then, does responsible investing increase stock allocation?
- Two main possible explanations:
1. Risk-return expectations
- Investors may perceive the sustainability features of responsible funds with a superior
future risk-adjusted performance

2. Personal values
- Responsible funds attract investors who would have been otherwise reluctant to invest
in equity on the stance of social / cultural reasons
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Risk-return expectations?
Performance of conventional vs. solidarity equity funds

Sample includes 13 solidarity equity funds and 107 normal equity funds offered by
Amundi.
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Geographical variation in political preferences
- To test for the personal-values explanation: cross-sectional analysis along
regional differences in political preferences
•
•

Robust correlation between voting behavior and pro-social preferences
(Fisman, Jakiela, and Kariv, 2017)
Robust link between political preferences and SRI investments (Kaustia and
Torstila, 2011, Hong and Kostovetsky, 2012, Bauer and Smeets, 2015, Bauer,
Ruof, and Smeets, 2018)

- Our focus: Department-level variation in the
% of votes to green parties at the 2019 EU
election
- We control for regional differences in GDP
per capita (Das, Kuhnen, and Nagel, 2017)
and social capital (Guiso et al., 2004)
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Effect of political preferences

• The effect of responsible equity funds on stock allocation
is concentrated in areas with high support to Green
parties
• Same results when using a left-right political spectrum
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Concluding remarks
- Responsible investing can increase the stock-market participation of a
significant part of the population

Contributions
- Limited stock-market participation, and how to increase it (e.g. Calvet et
al., 2019)
- Role of culture and personal values in financial decision making (Kaustia
and Torstila, 2011 ; Hong and Kostovetsky, 2012 ; Riedl and Smeets, 2017)
- Framing of financial offering influences portfolio choices (e.g., Benartzi and
Thaler, 2001 ; Huberman and Jiang, 2006 ; Brown et al., 2007)
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Concluding remarks
Policy Implications
- Actual debate and concerns about limited stock market participation:
• For pension adequacy
• For the development of European Capital Market Union (European
Commission, ESMA)

- Attractiveness of equity funds not only linked to their financial performance,
but also to their ability to attract investors who otherwise may have been
reluctant to invest in the capital markets
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